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Deduper for Outlook is an efficient and simple utility that allows you to scan all the items in the
folders in your email account and remove duplicate emails, contacts, tasks, notes, and more. With

this great tool, you can easily avoid email duplicates by finding and deleting unwanted copies.
Deduper for Outlook is very easy to use, intuitive and functional. It not only allows you to scan the

email accounts in your Outlook.com, but also in the alternative email accounts, such as Gmail,
Hotmail, or Yahoo. It is very easy to use, and comes with intuitive and interactive user interface.

Deduper for Outlook is a great software as it can find duplicate items in the email account, emails,
notes, contacts, tasks or notes. It does this by scanning all the inbox folders and emails you have.
This way, it will know which are the emails that have been duplicated, and display the copy of the

message in a new window. You can also remove the duplicates found in your email inbox. You will be
able to select from more than 100 options, including: - Reducing the amount of visible messages. -

Moving duplicates into a special folder. - Finding duplicates by subject. - Inserting a tag into the
message body. - Removing duplicates from all folders. - Keeping duplicates for the future. Moreover,
Deduper for Outlook offers you the possibility to select which folders from your inbox will be scanned
for duplicates. With this way, you will not have to delete items directly from your inbox, but you will
get them into a different folder. This is a very intuitive and useful feature. You can avoid important
folders and files by excluding them from the scan. Moreover, you can exclude folders with special
names or different themes, or exclude contacts and folders with specific labels. This way, you can

avoid important folders and files, so that you can focus only on the most important files. If you
choose to ignore the duplicates, you will just have to delete them or move them to a special folder,
so you will not lose any important items. Another innovative feature of Deduper for Outlook is the

option to move duplicates to another folder. You can have one folder for your important items, and
one for your duplicates. Deduper for Outlook is not an Outlook plugin and does not require Microsoft

Outlook to be installed on your system. Additionally, the
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Related Software Downloads: Duplicate Helper for Outlook - Keeps Outlook items, conversations,
contacts, events and tasks safe by removing duplicate files. Finds and removes duplicate items one

at a time. Duplicate Helper for Outlook will keep Outlook clean and safe. Protects all of your
important messages. Protects all of your important messages... Outlook Defragmenter - Optimizes
your Outlook performance by defragmenting your Outlook files. Outlook Defragmenter will improve

the performance of your Microsoft Outlook email program. This program is compatible with Windows
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Vista and Windows 7. Outlook Defragmenter is compatible with all versions of Outlook, like Outlook
2003, Outlook... Oleo - Keeps Outlook items safe and quick by removing duplicate files. Finds and
removes duplicate items one at a time. Keeps Outlook items safe and quick by removing duplicate

files. Finds and removes duplicate items one at a time. Oleo is a professional tool to keep your
important items safe and quick. Oleo will keep Outlook clean and... Duplicate Remover 4.1 - Avoid all

the things you've never wanted to hear and fear to hear from your friends, your family, colleagues
and mates by your cool acting. We remind you that you've ever done. We know that you need to

know, that you need to remember that you're your own worst enemy. We advise you to take care of
things. But... Looking for a way to find and delete duplicate documents in your Microsoft Outlook?

Get free Duplicate Remover for Outlook, a software designed to remove duplicate documents.
Duplicate Remover will find and remove duplicate documents in your Microsoft Outlook. You can

choose which folders are scanned. The program will scan them and... Turn the duplicate messages in
Outlook into quick-access RSS feeds in this convenient, intuitive utility!... Outlook Duplicate Remover
- Utilities Description: Outlook Duplicate Remover - Remove duplicate messages in Outlook. Outlook
Duplicate Remover scans your Outlook for duplicate email messages, removes them and adds any

duplicates you wish to keep to a Single Folder. Remove duplicate messages in Outlook, fast and
easy. Make sure that you delete duplicates correctly by marking them or... Stay away from finding
the duplicate emails in your mail box. Try Outlook Duplicate Remover to remove Duplicates from
Outlook. Look no further for a quick way to get rid of duplicates. Duplicates can be a problem. It
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Deduper for Outlook is a reliable and intuitive duplicate email scanner for the Office 365. The tool
scans mailboxes for duplicates and then removes them from the inbox. Learn more about its
features and settings or try it for free! 100% Safe: Deduper for Outlook scans your mailboxes without
any issues and leaves no trace on your mailboxes. Features: - Scans each mailbox for duplicates -
User-friendly and easy-to-use interface, with no risk of issues - No impact on mailbox size: we
remove duplicates without reducing mailbox size. This is a freeware utility. The entire trial version is
1.5MB, with a watermark but the link remains in the trial version. At the end, the link automatically
redirects to the full version at no cost. This way you can test the tool and decide if it meets your
needs before purchasing the license. The software has been tested and certified for Windows 7 and
above. It is also available for the following Microsoft Office products: • Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus
and Office 365 Home Edition. To install the utility, you can either download the setup package from
the link below, or open the main website from where you'll get the download links for Microsoft
Office 365 versions. If you already have Office, simply click on the Microsoft Office 365 link. From
that page, you can choose the version and installation type: • Click on the link “Free Office 365
ProPlus or Home Edition,” and select your Microsoft Office edition. This option allows you to install
the software as a trial. • Click on the link “Click here to download Microsoft Office 365,” and follow
the steps as you'd normally do for installation. Like many utilities, the program works without
impacting the system, since it does not add any components or registry entries. To get more
information about the most common functions and settings, please click on the “Get Support” link on
the homepage of the software. There are some settings of the program that you can adjust to
customize it to your needs. Some of these settings are: • Where to scan duplicates: You can select
which folders are scanned for duplicates. • Priority of scanning duplicates: You can set how
important duplicates are for you. • Inbox option: You can choose if you want duplicates to be cleaned
from your inbox after the scan.

What's New in the?

Deduper for Outlook offers you a reliable and intuitive way to find and delete duplicates in your
Outlook folder. The utility uses a multiple-stage process to scan your Outlook mailbox for duplicates.
It systematically checks for duplicate items, finds them and provides you with various options to
remove them from the email. To begin the scan, you need to select the folders where you want the
duplicate items to be scanned and how you want the resulting duplicate items to be categorized.
Alternatively, you can exclude folders that you want to keep separate from your duplicates. How to
duplicate items as attachments or in specific folders: You will see a list of your current duplicates.
You can then select the option to duplicate in a specific folder, as a new attachment, or to relocate to
another folder. If you check the option to delete duplicates, items will be deleted. Advanced scan and
removal options: You can exclude items from the duplicate scan by tagging items. This allows you to
find and delete duplicates quickly. The tool features a built-in database and an open source library
that helps you to handle most of the issues related to email management. Posted by:Rosalind
Fontaine on 11/14/2013 08:43 PM Posted by:E L Schroeder on 10/11/2013 10:20 AM Posted
by:Nathan Jon on 05/06/2013 12:20 PM Posted by:E L Schroeder on 10/11/2013 10:20 AM Posted
by:pworrell on 08/31/2013 05:54 PM Posted by:yusto on 05/30/2013 09:27 AM Posted
by:justinroberts on 03/28/2013 05:20 AM Posted by:tbooker on 10/23/2012 10:27 AM Posted
by:francis on 10/23/2012 08:51 AM Posted by:tbooker on 10/23/2012 10:20 AM Posted by:paulsaint
on 10/13/2012 07:13 AM Posted by:sven on 10/11/2012 10:08 AM Posted by:pworrell on 10/10/2012
04:28 AM Posted by:kennyshuttler on 10/07/2012 07:34 PM Posted by:Kenny Shuttler on 10/07/2012
03
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System Requirements:

Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows 2003, or Windows Vista Macintosh version of Apple Intel or
Power PC (G3) processor, 128M of RAM or greater One 17” or 19” CRT monitor Input device(s)
(Keyboard/mouse/game pad/joystick) DirectX or OpenGL Graphics (not recommended with Mac
versions) Network connection to the Internet Controls and Gameplay: To play, you must download
and install the game from the Internet. To install
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